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Abstract. Locating specific scientific content from a large corpora is
crucial to researchers. This paper presents SolutionTailor1, a novel sys-
tem that recommends papers that provide diverse solutions for a specific
research objective. The proposed system does not require any prior infor-
mation from a user; it only requires the user to specify the target research
field and enter a research abstract representing the user’s interests. Our
approach uses a neural language model to divide abstract sentences into
“Background/Objective” and “Methodologies” and defines a new simi-
larity measure between papers. Our current experiments indicate that
the proposed system can recommend literature in a specific objective
beyond a query paper’s citations compared with a baseline system.
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1 Introduction

Researchers usually spend a great deal of time searching for useful scientific
papers for their continued research from a constantly growing number of pub-
lications in various academic fields. To assist academic search, various methods
have been presented to recommend papers that approximate the user’s interests
and expertise. For example, content-based approaches often calculate sentence
similarity between papers using natural language processing techniques, such as
TF-IDF [9] and BERT [6]. Another line of research focuses on the user’s past
research history alongside co-authorship and citations and uses collaborative fil-
tering or graph-based algorithms [3]. However, these methods usually focus on
the semantic similarity of the overall content. Hence, the recommendation results
often list papers that the user can easily access using a combination of research
term queries or citation information in search engines. When considering the
practicality of the usual literature survey, the search system must explain “why”
and “how similar” the recommendated papers are to the user’s interests.

To clarify the recommendation intention, this paper presents SolutionTailor,
a novel system that recommends literature on diverse research methodologies in a
specific research objective. Given a research abstract as a query representing the

1 The demo video is available at: https://mm.doshisha.ac.jp/sci2/SolutionTailor.html
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user’s interests, the proposed system searches for papers whose research problems
are similar but whose solution strategies are significantly different. To achieve
this, we divide abstract sentences into background and methodology parts and
propose a novel scoring function to answer the reason for the similarity. Users
can specify a target research field for the search, so the system provides insights
beyond the users’ expertise.

The main contributions of this paper are twofold. First, we apply fine-grained
analysis to abstracts to clarify the recommendation intentions. Second, we present
evaluation measures that characterize the proposed system compared with a
baseline system that uses full abstract sentences.

2 SolutionTailor Framework

2.1 Dataset construction

First, we prepared a list of research fields and their typical publication venues
by referring to the rankings of the h5-index in Google Scholar Metrics2. Our
current study uses the field “Engineering and Computer Science,” comprising
56 subcategories, such as artificial intelligence, robotics, and sustainable energy.
Then, from the Semantic Scholar corpus [2], we extracted papers whose publica-
tion venues were listed in the top-20 journals in each subcategory. The resulting
dataset comprised 805,063 papers, all of which had English abstracts.

2.2 Sentence labeling and score calculation

Owing to the recent advances in neural language models, there are several studies
on fine-grained scientific text analyses, such as classifying sentences into prob-
lems and solution parts [8] and classifying citation intentions [7]. Following this
line of research, our study uses a BERT-based pretrained model [5] to classify
abstract sentences into categories of “Background,” “Objective,” and “Method.”
If no sentence is clearly assigned to these categories, we choose the sentence hav-
ing the highest probability of the corresponding labels. Then, we concatenate the
sentences labeled with Background and Objective into a single sentence, from
which we extract the embedded context vector using SciBERT, a BERT model
pretrained using scientific text [4]. Using the resulting vectors, we compute the
cosine similarity, cosBO, between the Background/Objective sentences of the
query abstract and the abstract of each paper in the database. SolutionTailor
extracts the top-100 abstracts having the highest cosBO from the target research
field. These abstracts are recommendation candidates whose backgrounds are
similar to the focus of the query abstract. Finally, for each recommendation can-
didate, we compute the final similarity score with the query abstract as follows:

score = cosBO − cosM , (1)

2 https://scholar.google.co.jp/citations?view op=top venues
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Fig. 1. Interface of the proposed system.

where cosM denotes the cosine similarity between the method sentence vectors. A
high score implies that the two abstracts have similar backgrounds, but presented
different methodologies. Our system recommends the top-10 papers having the
highest scores. This two-step search filters papers with irrelevant backgrounds
and re-ranks the remaining ones in terms of methodological differences.

2.3 Recommendation interface

Figure 1 shows the interface of the proposed system. When a user inputs a re-
search abstract as a query to the text box and selects a target category from the
pull-down menu, SolutionTailor displays a list of top-ranked papers in terms of
the similarity measure. By clicking on the title, the user can jump to the paper
page in Semantic Scholar. The results of abstract sentence labels are highlighted
in yellow and green, corresponding to Background/Objective and Method, re-
spectively, to facilitate the interpretation of the recommendation results. The
system shows detailed bibliographic information of each recommended paper as
well as its abstract labeling result by clicking the toggle to the right of the score.

3 Evaluation

SolutionTailor uses the original similarity measure, whereas we can construct
a baseline system that uses the embedded context vectors extracted from the
full abstracts and their cosine similarities. We quantified the characteristics of
the proposed system compared with the baseline system using two types of
quantitative measures.
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i) Overlap with citations: The first experiment used an abstract of an exist-
ing paper as a query and investigated whether the query paper itself cited the
papers in the recommendation results. If the overlap between the query’s cita-
tions and the recommended papers is low, it implies that the system provides
new insights for the user into a specific research background. We selected “arti-
ficial intelligence” from the categories and calculated MAP@10 by querying 100
papers that contained at least five citations in the category. The total number
of papers to be searched was 36,355. The MAP@10 scores of the proposed and
baseline systems were 0.003 and 0.076, respectively.We should emphasize that
the MAP may not be necessarily be high because we do not aim to predict the
citations; this performance measure just characterizes the recommendation re-
sults. The lower MAP score implied that our system provides literature beyond
the query paper’s knowledge by using fine-grained sentence analysis.
ii) Similarity of objectives: The second experiment evaluated whether the
similarity measure, cosBO, used in the proposed system could actually find the
same objective papers. Focusing on the fact that papers reporting results at a
conference competition generally target the same research objective, we used the
proceedings of SemEval-2021 [1], a workshop for the evaluation of computational
semantic analysis systems. Each of the 11 tasks at SemEval-2021 had a single
task description paper, and the papers submitted to a task were called “system
description” papers. We used 11 task description papers as queries and evaluated
whether the similarity measure, cosBO, could appropriately recommend their
system description papers.3 The testing dataset for each query comprised 36, 455
(36, 355 + 100) papers used in the first experiment in addition to the system
description papers of the target task. Each task had 15.91 system description
papers on average, and a system should rank these higher than other papers.
We removed the target task name and the competition name SemEval from all
abstracts for fair experimental settings. As a result, the MAP scores obtained
by our similarity measure, cosBO, and the baseline system were 0.141 and 0.115,
respectively, which demonstrated that our fine-grained sentence analysis could
find the similarity of the objective more effectively than embedding the full
abstracts.

4 Conclusion

This paper presented SolutionTailor, a novel system that recommends papers
that provide diverse solutions to the same research background/objective. The
system only requires text that summarizes the user’s interests as a query, pro-
viding simple utility. The two types of the evaluation showed that our similarity
measure provides insight beyond the user’s cited papers and identifies the same-
objective papers more effectively compared with the whole-text embedding. In
future work, we will extend the dataset from engineering and computer science
by adding more journals to be covered and conduct a subjective evaluation.

3 We evaluated not the final similarity score but only cosBO because the competition
papers do not always have significantly different solutions.
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